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In 1982 Fermilab experiment E623 took data in a search for high—mass

boson resonances which decay into one or two ¢ mesons produced in ¤00

GeV/c proton-nuclei interactions. A hardware trigger selected 3.6

million events with identified K+K° pairs. Here I report my study of

events with ¢Kn in the final state and present the first evidence for

K°*(2060) decaying into ¢Kn and ¢K°*(890).
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INTRODUCTION

The ”standard model" asserts all matter consists of quarks, leptons

and the gauge bosons carriers of the electromagnetic, weak and strong

interactions. There are six known leptons; three electrically charged

(electron, muon and, tau) and three neutral (neutrinos ve, vu and
„T)_

All leptons interact weakly with other particles while the charged

leptons also lnteract electromagnetically.

In quantum field theory forces between particles result from the

exchanging of field quanta (e.g., for electrons the exchange of virtual

photons). The idea of intermediary particles was first introduced by

Tukawa [1] who postulated that a force's range is inversely proportional

to the mass of the particle that mediates it. The infinite range of the

Coulomb force implies a zero rest mass photon. This idea was later

rigorously implemented in Quantum Electrobynamics (QED) [2]. QED has

yet to be confounded by experiment and provides the example upon which

theories of the weak and the strong interactions draw,

The strong force, responsible for binding quarks inside a hadron, is

_ explained by Quantum Chromobynamics (QCD). These particles interact by

virtue of their "color" charge through the exchange of massless gauge

bosons called gluons which can form bound states or ”glueballs" [3].

Color was proposed to make the quark model consistent with the Exclusion

Principle and it adds an extra degree of freedom for hadrons, which are

made up by quarks. A gluon carries a two-color charge, that of the

emitting and absorblng particles and there are eight distinct kinds of

1
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gluons in all. Since color is thought to be confined, quarks and gluons

are only seen in agglomerations with no net color.

The weak force is responsible for a number of physical processes:

nuclear and particle ß-decay, neutrino induced reactions and so on. The

electroweak theory unified the electromagnetic and the weak forces [U].

Here the photon and the intermediate vector bosons that mediate the weak

force (Wi and Z°) belong to the same family. Crucial to this theory is

the concept of spontaneous symmetry breaking [5] that provides a

mechanism by which the Wi and the Z° acquire mass. This is

renormalizable [6] and thus, calculations with it are free of

divergences.

The quark hypothesis was put forward in 196H independently by M.

Gell·Mann and G. Zweig [7]. In Gell—Mann's version there were three

quarks differentiated by a new quantum number called flavor; up (u),

down (d) and strange (s). In the intervening decade two new flavors

have been discovered, charm (c) [8] and beauty (b) [9] and an additional

one, top (t), postulated. Quarks, which carry electric charges of +§|e|

and -§|e|, interact electromagnetically, weakly and strongly, but are

not theoretically allowed to be seen in isolation. The search for

fractional charge in accelerator experiments, cosmlc rays and in matter

has produced no compelling evidence that quarks are not exclusively

confined to hadrons [10]. The additive quark model has been remarkably

successful in reproducing the quantum numbers and masses of all mesons

and baryons. In this simple non-relativistic model a meson is a bound

quark—ant1quark pair and a baryon is a quark triplet. Materialized
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hadrons look like atoms, their quarks in a central Coulomb-like field.

From the three lightest quark flavors nine mesons of each spin and

space (JP) configuration can be constructed. The pseudoscalar meson

(O°) states are n+, n‘,
w°, K°, K°, K*,‘?°, n and n'. The vector mesons

(1”)
states are p*, p°, p°, K*°, K°*, K+*, Ü‘*,

w and ¢. Similarly

baryon multiplets of 8 and 10 elements can be built with these quark

flavors: the §* octet n, p, 2*, 2°,
2”,

A,
E”

and E°, and the §*

observed decuplet A', A°, A*, A**, >:'*, z°*, 2**, 2'*, 2*** and sz'.

The neutral kaon, a down (d) and an antistrange (5) quark in the

ground state (*8,), has a mass of ¤9¤ MeV/cz. Its observed excitations

K*°(890) (*8,), K*°(1¤30) (’P,), K*°(1780)
(’D,)

and K*°(2060)
(’F•,)

[11] are plotted with spin versus mass-squared [12] in Fig. 1.1. Our

observed K*°(2060) decays into ¢K*w° (§s)(§u)(üd) and ¢K*°(890) or their

charged conjugate as diagramed in Fig. 1.2. Our results and those from

other experiments which see the K*°(2060) are summarized in Table 1.1

[13-17]. In Table 1.2 are listed all ¢Kns final states in which we

might observe the K*°(2060) without neutral particle identification.

Phase space and the restricted kaon momentum region permitted by the

trigger (see Sect. 5.3) only allow us to see two of these states.

Fermilab experiment E623 was the second for the

Arizona/Fermilab/Florida State/Notre Dame/Tufts/Vanderbilt/Virginia Tech

collaboration. In the first, E580, we studied the Kgkg, Kgn, and AK

final states [18,19]. E623 used the Fermilab Multiparticle Spectrometer

(FMPS) in the M6W Meson Laboratory beam line with ¤00 GeV/c protons

interacting with the nuclei of a segmented scintillator target. The
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events were selected by a fast trigger processor programmed to identify

at least two K+K° pairs whose effective mass in ·the magnet bend-plane

was compatible with that of the ¢. Experiment E623 was designed to study

high-mass states which decayed into ¢-mesons, such as glueballs and the

HC (a charm quark-antiquark). The ¢¢ decay mode selects
(qE)c_+,

states

which are not directly accessible to e+e' experiments because in these

the hadrons are produced by the annihilation of the electron and

positron and the subsequent creation of a quark-antiquark pair. The

virtual particle is a photon (0--1). In addition, if this state decays

by an OZI [20] allowed channel (e.g., a decay in which the quarks of the

decaying particle are present in the final state), it would select

mesons having exotic structure, such as hadrons made up of more than

three quarks.

The ¢n [21] and ¢¢ [22] final states from E623 have been analyzed

elsewhere. I report here my study of the ¢K« final state in which I

have observed for the first time K*°(2060) decaying into ¢Kw and

¢K*°(890). _
In Chapters 2 and 3 I describe the E623 detector and data

acquisition procedure. I briefly discuss the off—line analysis in

Chapter N. In Chapter 5 I detail the properties of the ¢Kn system,

present the K*°(2060) analysis and discuss error sources (e.g., particle

identification inefficiencies and mass resolution inadequacies).



DETECTOR DESCRIPTION
2.1 General: A plan view of the FMPS located in the Meson

Laboratory is seen in Fig. 2.1.1. The M00 GeV/c protons from the M6W

beam were tracked in three proportional wire chamber (PMC) modules (BA1,

BA2 and BB) located upstream 30 m, 10 m and 2.1 m, respectively, from

the segmented scintillator target (ST), Each gqungep presented e

3.2 x 3.2 cmz area to the beam, was 0.62 cm thick, was wrapped in

·
aluminum foil and made light·tight with black tape. Material in the

target produced — 0.2 inelastic interactions/beam-particle. A light

pipe connected each counter to a RCA¤517 photomultiplier tube (PMT)

constructed with a bi-alkali photocathode whose sensitivity peaked at

~M00 nm matching the Pilot·B scintillator (1.031 g/cm’) emission spectra

and light plpe transmissivity.

The superconducting ferrite magnet, 122 ¤ 80
cm‘

aperture, produced

a 16.9 kG centrally homogenous magnetic field at maximum excitation of .

180 A. All charged particles moving along the beam axis experienced a

change in momentum transverse to their direction APTe597 Mev/e, The

superconducting magnet coil was wound so that the (magnetic field

direction was vertical and the bend-plane horizontal. For a singly

charged particle (q-:1) with momentum P entering the magnetic field

parallel to the beam, the deflection angle a is
·

qAPT/p, and the

momentum resolution 6P/P · |6a/a| · Pöa/APT, At low momentum mu1t1p1e

scattering limits the precision with which the track direction can be

determined. Thus, the momentum resolution becomes 6P/P -

5
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With our chamber arrangement 6a and

P, - 35 GeV/c (see Sect. 5.1).

V The upstream spectrometer arm had 5,312 wires in 15 planes in

modules A, B and C centered at distances of 0.5, 1.05 and 2.16 m from

the target, respectively. The downstream tracking (7,168 wires) was

done in 10 PWC planes, the D and F modules centered at 4.8 and 8.9 m

from the target, and 8 drift chamber planes, the DA and DB modules

centered at 7.72 m and 8.47 m from the target respectively.

Two! multicell threshold Cherenkov counters were used, CB fop

PaP¤i¢l¢ id¢¤¤ifi¢ä€i¤¤ ä¤d CA as a general multipliclty detector for

particles above threshold. A scintillator wall (SW), Seen in
p1g_

2.1.2, was segmented to provide vertical position information in the

center region where the particle density was largest.

2.2. Tracking Chambers: A multiwire PWC [23] is a plane of

parallel equally spaced anode sense wires symmetrically positioned

between cathode high·voltage planes. Electrons produced in charged

particle interactions with the filling gas are accelerated by the

electric field and cause avalanches just outside the space charge region

near the anode wires. The resulting pulse is then amplified and

recorded while the wire location gives position information where

accuracy depends solely on the wire spacing: 0.6 mm and 0.3 mm for 2 mm
l

and 1 mm wire spacing respectively.

The A station had 1536 wires in 6 planes oriented vertlcally (2),

horizontally (2) and rotated at :45° (1 each). The anode wires, 10 um .

gold-plated tungsten, were spaced by 1 mm as were the cathode wires,
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50 um beryllium copper. The gas, argon with isobutane (.2) and Freon

13B1 (.005), was the well-known ”magic gas" [23]. The assembled module

was closed with 0.05 mm Mylar windows.

The B and C modules were constructed with 2 mm wire spacing. The C

station limited the aperture upstream (:2.6 x iß.0) mr' and receded in

the magnet aperture. A thru F were PWCs whose characteristics are seen

in Fig. 2.1.1, and all but the beam chambers and A station used a

CO: (.17) and argon (.83) gas mixture.

The position sensitive drift chambers offered somewhat better

spatial resolution than PWCs, typically -0.3-0.6 mm. The drift chamber

spatial resolution, which depends on the resolving time of the

electronics (-2 ns), cell·to-cell constancy of drift velocity, and the

known wire locations, was typically -0.3-0.¤ mm. A drift cell consisted

of a sense wire held at ground potential and a thick field shaping anode

that intensified the electric field in the low-field regions between

sense wires.

A plane whose wires are vertical (horizontal) defines the x (Y)

coordinate. Similarly, rotated planes define the u and v coordinates.

The DA and DB drift chamber modules each had 736 wires distributed in H

planes oriented horizontally (1) and staggered (1), which resolved the

ambiguity in assigning the track position with respect to a sense wire

(the left-right ambiguity), and rotated by an angle 6 • :tan°) 0.3

(1 each).

The 1,¤72 sense wires signals were fed to amplifiers through

balanced pair lines, and then to time-to-digital converters (TDCs) which
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clocked the interval between the pulse arrival and a common stop time,

defined by a delayed signal from the incident beam particle. Our TDC,

LeCroy ¤291B, had 32 channels in a single width CAMAC module each with

9-bits plus overflow for a 512 ns dynamic range and 3.6 ps conversion

time with 1 ns least count. Some of the drift chamber characteristics

appear in Table 2.2.1.

Sense wire pulses, ~ 1 uA amplltude and — 200 ns duration, measured

electron drift time in the drift cell electric field. Electrons

produced by ionization drift against the electric field with velocity

v(t), and reach the sense wire where avalanche multiplication occurs at

time t producing a signal that starts the clock for that channel. At

some later time all channels are given the common stop signal (to). The

track position with respect to the anode wire is x
·

f(t„—t) =

xg¤ v<¤•> ¤¤·.
The value of t, and the function f were determined from data; 1,¤72

TDC histograms were plotted. The t, was the distribution cut-off while

the functional dependence on time was obtained by a ßth-order polynomial

fit to the integral TDC spectra. This position information was known

only with respect to the track-wire separation and not in direction, the

left·right ambiguity. Using the nominal drift velocity of 50um/ns for

argon-ethane and the drift cell size of 1.905 cm, the modules could

resolve up to 2.6¤10’ tracks/s.

2.3 Cherenkov Counters: The Cherenkov counter, CA wlsn uo Cells end

CB with 30, seen in Fig. 2.3.1, were to provide particle identification

for the trigger processor on-line and for event selection off-line. CA
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actually only provided an on•line multiplicity veto. l

. CB, whose characteristics are summarized in Table 2.3.1, oonsisted

of a nearly planar array of individually positioned spherical mirrors

enclosed in an atmospheric nitrogen filled box. The spherical mirrors

were aluminized and overcoated with magnesium fluoride to assure

reflectivity for ultraviolet Cherenkov light. The mirrors focused most

C u
of the light into similarly prepared Winston cones. We aligned the

mirrors with a laser equiped theodolite located at our target, 5.6 m

from the mirror plane. By tracing the perimeter and central cross of

each mirrer while adjusting its orientation until the maximum light

entered its cone we, for most mirrors, focused this light directly on

the PMT face.

Two different PMTs were used, 2" EMI9839KB for CA calls and und 10

central CB cells and 5" RCA885¤ for the side cells. Since our PMTs were

ultraviolet inefficient (75%) and the Cherenkov spectral distribution

for nitrogen is —70% in the ultraviolet, we coated each tube face with a

layer of p-terphenyl wave-shifter which absorbed ultraviolet and

reemited visible (520 nm) light, improving our detection efficiency

defined by 6•6,[1-exp(-N)] [ZH], by 5%. N is the average number of

photoelectrons collected on the photocathode and the overall efficiency

6, (0.15) includes the PMTs quantum efficiency and the system optical

efficiency.

The PMT anode output fed both an analog-to-digital converter (ADC)

and a discriminator that provided the Cherenkov counter input to the

trigger processor. The ADC was a 10-bit LeCroy 22¤9A (55 us conversion
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time), whose output was written to magnetic tape as part of the event

record and so was available off—line for particle identification.



I EVENT SELECTION ·

3.1 Thg_Tr1gger: The diffracted beam from a target bombarded by a

slow extracted beam from the Fermilab synchrotron delivered Hx10‘

MDO GeV/c protons in 1 s spills every 10 s to our experiment. The

average trigger rate was 80/s so, most of the dead time (MOT) came from

the reading event words (30%). A trigger rapidly (—150 ns) selected

events using a fast hardware processor whose program recognized tracks

and computed kinematic quantities [25].

We triggered on events with ¢ mesons by detecting charged kaons

which gave a reconstructed mass S 1020 MeV/cz for oppositely charged

pairs using their bend—plane projected momentum and angles. The lack of

Cherenkov light in CB aignaloo a Kaon, l

Three scintillation counters S,, S, and S,, located in front of the

target, defined the beam. Counter S, vetoed wide angle beam tracks

while the beam passed through a hole in its center. A .particle was

accepted if BM
-

S, • S, ·
S: • BMGT, where BMGT was the beam gate from

the accelerator. An interacting beam particle was IB
-

I

BM • dE/dx • TYT, where 1x1 was the 1" by 1" scintillation counter

located between drift stations DA and DB. If no more than five CB ggllg

had light andIthe window discriminated charged particle multiplicity was

S 15 in dE/dX, the processor was gated (enable, E ·

IB The production angles, invariant masses

(ML,MR) and transverse momenta (PTL,PTR) of the leftmost and rightmost
K+K° combination pairs were computed. The decay ¢ + K+K” has a Q

11 _
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- ~ 32 Mey, the kaon opening angle was, S 7° for 5.9 GeV/c kaons. For two

¢ mesons produced in the decay of a heavy meson (Z 2.5 GeV/0*) the

opening angle should be, Z 10° for 15 GeV/c phis, therefore the two K+K°

pairs should be well separated.

The dE/GX eeuhterw the CX and bx Pwc planes, the mx an-·1rt plane,

1 the CA and CB Cherenkov counters and the Sw scintillator wall, as seen

in Fig. 3.1.1, were used in the trigger. The PWC and drift planes (each

segmented into 32 cells) formed a hodoscope and provided space

ihfefmebibn by S¤¤¤i¤8 Gx and Dx signals from adjacent wires with OR

amplifiers and logioally 0Ring drift chamber pre-amp logic level

signals.

The ehede eißhele them the €A
and CB Cherenkov cells and the Sw

scintillator wall were fed into a NIM discriminator that presented a

logic level to latches activated with a trailing clock pulse edge

(positive slope) applied to the front panel. Each hodoscope cell had a
l

latoh, thus, 190—bits were available to the trigger processor; Cx(32)’

Dx(32). DAx(32)„ CA(32), CB(30) and Sw(32).

A track whose momentum was above the threshold for pions to produce

light and below that for kaons was called a kaon when no Cherenkov

signal was detected in the appropriate Cherenkov counter cell. A Monte

Carlo program generated all allowed (CB- SW . DAX) track ccmbinaticaa,

To facilitate kaon identification the average partiole multiplicity

per event was limited. Since no light in the Cherenkov cell intercepted

by a particle defined a kaon, a fast pion (Pu >
5_7

Gcv/c=) Shaping a

mirror with a kaon would show light and the kaon would be lost. For
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each trigger element the multiplicity cuts were CX . (4,9), Dx . (4,9),

°D^X
-

(4,10), CA S 7, CB S 5 and Sw S 6, where the limits (NL,NH) are

defined as NL S N S NH. These cuts were used to form a gate, EG
·

E • ¤X(u,9> - ¤X(u,9) - 1>AX(u,1o) · EIT? · EIT? · EQ]?. Since

the processor preferentially selected events where the Cherenkov counter

CB is inefficient, the CB and CA multiplicity were required to agree to

within 2.

The inverse momentum was measured as the difference between where a

particlc Struck DAX and where 1c would have mu had 11; had 1hr1h1¤e

¤0¤€¤t¤¤- Tha 32 CX bits for positive particles, were connected to the

inputs of two priority encoders that selected K+K° pairs. The result

Was twc 5'bi4 CX hodoscope addresses whose values were proportional to

the x-coordinate. The same was done for negative tracks. The left-most

positive and negative kaons were selected as the left ¢ candidate.

These 4 logical decisions ran in parallel for speed.

The ¢ opening angle was obtained by subtracting the two 5—bit
‘Cx

addresses. These five bits and the two 3-bit inverse momentum words -

went to a PROM/Multiplexer arranged as a 2048 x
1

memory. The PROMs had

been programed using Monte Carlo results to favor low effective mass

(S 1.02 Gev/cz) K+K' pairs.

Each
K+K“

candidate pair was fed to its own PT 256 x 4 PROM which

Was PV°8?a¤sd tc PP°Vids f¤¤P PT bits for each kaon. The two 4-bit

kaon·pair words were presented to a second 256 ¤ 4 PROM which made the

absolute word sum. This 4-bit result, whose range was 0 to 15, was

compared with a DIP switch set threshold. The trigger definitions and
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the typical trigger rates are shown in Table 3.1.1.

3.2 On-line Analysis: rrlgger selected events were written to tape

by a PDP11/H5 computer operating under RT-11. The words were taken from

an event buffer in CAMAC [26] modules which interfaced between the

computer and the detector.

MULTI, the on—line data acquisition program, performed a series of

operations on the data buffers. Globally, buffers were taken from a

buffer·pool, filled with data from CAMAC, written to tape, given to the

analysis and plotting routines and returned to the pool. The program

provided for calls to user-written subroutines during event read-in.

Diagnostic data were accumulated and displayed on demand throughout a

run. These subroutines, for example, provided individual event

displays, chamber hit distributions, and so on.

Our MULTI was arranged in blocks of 16 buffers, each 3,8¤0 16-bit

words long which accommodated ~ 6 events each up to 1,700 words long.

The first 5 words of an event record were a header block that contained

the byte count and the record type, 1 • data, 2
·

between spills. Next

were the 132 ADC words (ST, dz/dx, cA ana cB, and scalers), 111 trlgger

latch words, the drift chamber TDC block, and the PWC shift register

block. The later consisted of a pointer to the PWC module and numbers

of those wires that registered a signal.



DATA ANALYSIS

M.1 Track Reconstructionz The pattern recognition program used to

”
analyze E623, FLOWERS, was written in FORTRAN for the VAX 11/780. The

philosophy of this code was that computer time was more valuable than

computer space. It read a physical data record, initialized for the

first event and unpacked all the logical records in the physical record.

The first event was setup and the scintillator target was analyzed. If

there was no vertex, or too many vertices were found, the event was

skipped. Beam information was used, when available, to find the x and y

vertex coordinates one of which was passed to the pattern recognition

subroutine.

The pattern recognition algorithm first found a track in the

downstream x—z "v1ew,” since these tracks spread out more after passing

through the magnet. Once the downstream view was processed, the

upstream view where all tracks came from a single production vertex, was

analyzed. Further, the trigger processor provided roads within which to

search for kaons.

The found tracks in the downstream x—z view were extrapolated to the

mid—magnet plane and then to the production vertex, while upstream hits

were searched for along these extrapolated tracks. A three parameter

fit was made to hits in the x-z plane, with the upstream and downstream

portions constrained to intersect near the magnet midpoint.

Next the y—z projection was searched for tracks using only the

rotated chambers, which could be transformed into y·coordinates by

15 °
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Y·(u — x cosa)/sinß, where the u—coordinate was rotated by the angle 6.

Once the crude y-z projection was found the real y-coordinates were

obtained and the track in y-z was refit now using both the y and rotated

coordinate chambers. A 2 parameter fit to a straight line versus arc

length was then made in the y-z view.

E623 generated 3.65 x 10‘ event triggers (runs M2-2¤7). After

pattern recognition 3.2 x 10‘ events remained. The cuts in this step

required at least three particles in the event and at least one positive

and one negative track with momenta between 5.0 and 25.0 GeV/c.

Next a global 3—dimensional 6 parameter fit was made to all the

tracks of the 2.6 x
10‘

events that passed the cuts made by the fitter

program, TIPTOE. The cuts were at least 3 fitted particles in each

event with at least one positive and one negative kaon with momenta

between 5.5 and 25.0 Gev/c. The possible kaons were determined by

counting the fitted tracks with momentum between 5.5 and 25.0 GeV/c in

each CB cell. If there was no light then all the tracks were attributed

to kaons. If there was light all but one was called a kaon unless a
‘

track with momentum greater than 25 GeV/c was present, then all were

called kaons. Here kaons were assumed to have zero Cherenkov cone angle

while pions were given a finite light cone so they could produce light

in more than one cell.

Next the particle identification, described in Sect. H.2, was made

and a Data Summary Tape (DST) was produced consisting of 1.8 x
10‘

events. Here each event had at least 3 tracks with at least one

positive and one negative kaon with 5.7 S P S 23.0 GeV/c. There were
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1M¤,¤71 events with at least 2 positive and 2 negative kaons, the ¤—K

sample, which were written to 2 DST volumes.

M.2 Particle Identification: A charged particle moving through a

transparent dielectric radiates a small amount of energy if its velocity

is greater than the phase velocity, c/n, of light in that medium. This

effect, first observed by Cherenkov [27] in 193¤, was explained in 1937

by Tamm and Frank, using classical electrodynamics, who predicted that

this radiation would be polarized, focused in a cone—shaped wave front

and produced with a time constant of ~
10'1] s. The electric field

vector polarization is in the particle·velocity and photon-momentum

plane. The Cherenkov light cone angle for a particle moving at velocity

fraction ß in a refractive medium of index n
·

1 + 6 (6 << 1 for a gas)

is coss
·

1/nß or 6 where Y
-

p/m. At 6
-

0 is the momentum

thPeSh0ld„ Puh, at which the particle begins to produce light:

Yth
-

1//26. The number of visible photons produced in a radiator of ·

length R, em 1s up - 600 aß (1 — 1/6*::*) -1000 R, 6 [1·(Yth/Y)2]. me

photoelectron yield, normalized to N
·

5 photoelectrons, with momentum

is seen in Fig. ¤.2.1.

The Cherenkov effect is used here to separate pions from kaons. Its

threshold dependence defines 4 distinct momentum regions as seen in Fig.

M.2.2. In the first, charged particles below the pion momentum

threeheld (Tv) will not produce Cherenkov light, and thus could be a

pion, kaon or proton (n/K/p low). Similarly, a momentum above TI and

belew the keeh thvesheld (TK) would be a pion if it produced light or

ambiguously (K/p) if there was no light. In the third region a particle
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memehtum hetWeeh TK and the proton threshold (TB) would be a proton if

no light was detected and an ambiguous w/K if light was seen. Particles

with ¤¤¤eht¤¤ eheve TP are ambiguously n/K/p. Because of their abundance

(typically, for pp interactions at M00 Gev/c and XF • 0, the paglee ape

w/K ~ 8, n/K
-

20, w/p ~
18, and n/E

-
100 [28]) we resolve all

ambiguities involving pions as pions. The region labeled 'e' is that of

tracks with momentum below threshold for pions that gave light, they can

be electrons. Finally in the region above threshold for protons, where

all tracks should emit light, there is a small fraction (0.81) of tracks

which due to the inefficiency of the detector or spurious track finding

are not possible to identify because no light was detected.

If there were fewer than M particles that could produce light in a

Cherenkov cell we could determine if a given particle did produce light

[29]. This was accomplished using both the ADC words and processor

faßblte (CB latches) written in the 132 word ADC block for each event l

buffer. Its proximity to the target and its location in the magnetic

field made the CA data ambiguous and unusable: 621 of CA decisions

disagreed with the more reliable CB „/K 1den;ig1ea;ien_

The Cherenkov particle identification required knowing for each CB

cell the 1—photoelectron level, the efficiency and the pedestal level.

The pedestals were determined from ADC words written between spills,

corresponding to the pulse height with no particles present. The

1-photoelectron level, determined from the pulse height distributions

for a sample of slow tracks (5.8 P 10.0 gev/c), was taken as the number

of channels from the pedestal to the center of the first discernible
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peak. For the central mirrors these distributions were random and their

1-photoelectron response was indeterminate. The above effect was seen

because the AC coupling of the PMTs to the ADCs jammed at the high rate.

Similarly, pulse height distributions for fast particles (P Z 60 Gev/c)

were used to calculate individual efficiencies, 6
-

N/Np, where N wee

the most probable (excluding pedestal tail) number of photoelectrons and

Np, the number of photons (350 S A S 700 nm) produced in a radiator with

R2
· 177 cm and n · 1.0003, Np ·

71[1-(Yth/7)*], ·or -70 for a 6-1 _

particle. The individual cell efficiencies were -10% for the central

mirrors and -6% for the side mirrors. This overall efficiency was [ZM]

6
-

[1-exp(-N)] ¤ (PMT quantum eff.) x (radiator losses) x (reflection

losses) ¤ (PMT window and wave shifter losses), where the quantum

efficiency was the average number of photoelectrons emitted from a

photocathode per incident photon of a given wavelength, typically - 25%,

and N, the average number of photoelectrons collected in the

photocathode, was N - 5.

The AC coupling of the PMTs to the ADCs produced deadtimes in the

ADCs that caused zero Cherenkov readings. Other inefficiencies were

9
produced when the ADCs failed to reset, then an overflow count was

registered. Table M.Z.1 summarizes our operational Cherenkov experience

for each of the cells in CB_

M.3 Identification Algorithm: The E623 particle identification

algorithm used the projected Cherenkov cone area on the mirror plane,

approximated as a circle whose radius was calculated to account for the

radiation distribution on the mirror surface which is inversely
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proportional to the distance from the circle center. The expected

number of phctoelectrons in each mirror was calculated by summing the

contributions of each track to each mirror. The radius of the projected

¢iP¢l¢ ‘¢¤¤@ Padi¤8'• R * R2 sine, where Rz was the radiator length, in

terms of_ mass and momentum is R
·

Rz [1-(1+m=/p=)n°2]?/2
-

Rls

The number of expected PMT phctoelectrons (Ne) is

proportional to the number of photons emitted in the radiator (Np) and

the detector efficiency (e) as Ne „ E Rz Sinzß, This may bg nscas; in

terms of the particle mass and momentum as well as the number of

phctoelectrons (N) for B -
1 as, Ne

-
N [1 — (Yth/7)*]. The particle

mass was unknown so first the expected number of phctoelectrons was

calculated assuming a pion, then as a kaon, and finally as a proton.

The expected number of phctoelectrons was stored by mirror number,

which we loop over in ascending order of number of tracks that hit the

cell; first looking at cells with one track, then two, and so on. The

calculated pulse height for each mirror was PJ . (ADCJ - PEDJ)/LJ, where

ADCJ, PEDJ and LJ are for the jth mirror ADC, pedestal and

one-photoelectron respectively.

For cells with pulse height below _the one-photoelectron level we

looked at the cell tagbit and assigned a mass to tracks that had 2 30%

of its weighted area inside the mirror. Only a small fraction (— 9%) of

the time the tagbit information was in disagreement with the ADC

readings. We calculated the mass according to the particle momentum and

stored this information in the ID array.

Next we looped over mirrors with signals above the one-photoelectron
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level and accounted for the signal. We first took fast tracks (P 2 Tp)

and since they should give light we subtracted the corresponding signal

from this channel. Assuming the particles to be pions,_ kaons and

protons, we assigned the identification that yielded a result closest to

zero after subtracting the calculated yield from the theoretical value.

If light remained we took particles above kaon threshold and repeated

the procedure. Falling that, we did the same as for particles above

pion threshold. If no more light remained, the other particles were

1 resolved according to the momentum region in which they fell. Otherwise

decided by comparing with the theoretical value.

We calculated a weight that indicated the degree of isolation of

€a¢h Pa?¤i¢l€ d€fi¤¢d a$• WJ - 99/A, where A was the sum of the areas,
weighted by 1/R, of the circles, or fractions thereof, that went through

the mirror. For example, a weight of 33 indicated that together with

the particle there were 2 additional particles in the cell. Two or more

particles in a cell with no light would have a weight of 99 each. The

normalization to 99 resulted for representing the weight by 2 digits.

Table ¤.3.1 summarizes the multipllcities for each charge and momentum

region for the 1¤¤,¤71 events in the M-K sample.

· An absolute, determination of the overall pion-kaon separation

efficiency was not possible, since we didn't have a "tunable" source of

kaons and/or pions to calibrate the apparatus. Hbwever we estimated the

contamination level in the pion and kaon samples by counting nn

combinations in a mass spectrum where a K*°(890) would appear if a kaon

was misidentified as a pion. This could happen when a kaon shared a
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cell with another track whose momentum was above threshold for Cherenkov

„ emission. This K*°(890) peak would be seen at 620 MeV/c' as determined

by Monte Carlo. For this test only pions from the w region of Fig.

4.2.2 were used. The resulting 46 misidentified K*°(890) combinations,

determined by a fit to the an spectrum, seen in Fig. 4.3.1, represents a

13 1 of the total K*(890) sample (305 events from the fit to the Kw mass

spectrum and these 46 events). _



THE ¢Kn SYSTEM

5.1 Single_£ production: E623 was designed to look for double 0

events and we collected 1¤¤,¤71 events with at least 2 K+s and 2 K°s,

the MK sample. Of these, 32,0Hü events had at least 1
K+K”

mass

combination within :6 Mev/cz of the nominal ¢ mass, 1020 Mev/cz. Those

with at least 1 (Kn)° in addition to the ¢ were 25,ü82. The analysis

that follows (except the ¢Kn mass spectrum in Fig. 5.2.1) is based on

this sample of events only. The following cuts were made on the basis

of reducing the backgrounds: (a) Only tracks that pass the fitter

quality tests were used, (b) In the y·z ·v1ew there were tracks that

shared the same track points in this view (duplicate tracks). To

resolve the ambiguity, if the opening angle in the y·z view of two

tracks was less than 0.3 mrad the track with the least number of hits

was excluded. (c) The reconstructed vertex must be within 30 from the

known target limits, and (d) tracks that do not produce a signal in the

corresponding scintillator wall (Sw) Segment wepelexcludeq,

Inclusive ¢(s§) production has been studied previously [30]. We

take advantage of the large ¢ + K+K° branching fraction (.¤9) to look

for ¢s. Kaons were defined as particles with 5.8 S P < 20 MeV/c which

did not produce light in Cherenkov counter
CB_

Pions wehe papticles with

P > 5-8 G¢V/¢ that 8aV€ a CB signal, and included tracks from the n,

w/K, and w/K/p high regions of Fig. ß.2.2. ,

For all fits in table 5.1.1. the background functional

representation used was a polynomial of the form N(M-M„)“exp[-ß(M·M„)].

23
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N is an arbitrary normalization factor. The threshold-like mass (M,), a

and 3 were free to vary in the fit and their numerical value is listed

in table 5.1.1. The function is arbitrary and was chosen because with
A

few parameters it gives the best goodness of fit when compared with fits

using other polynomials. For the resonances a Gaussian was used in the

K+K' and Kn cases since the resonance widths were comparable to our mass

resolution; a s—wave Breit-Wigner convoluted with a Gaussian resolution

function was used for the ¢Kn fits. The fitted functions are

superimposed on the histograms only in the range where the fit was done.

A fit to the K+K° mass distribution for pN + K+K°K+K'X events, seen

in Fig. 5.1.1, gave 3,7871199
¢K+K”

events above background. The fitted

mass and width (FWHM), 1019.610.3 and 9.610.6 Mev/cz, are consistent

with the accepted values [11] (1019.510.1 and 4.2210.13 MeV/cz) given

_ our Monte Carlo determined ~8 MeV/cz (FWHM) resolution at the ¢ mass

(9Two momentum dependent effects dominate our mass resolution. For

slow particles it was multiple Coulomb scattering while for high

momentum particles it was angular resolution upstream of the magnet.

Thus, we parameterized the single charged particle momentum resolution
‘

using the expression introduced in section
2.1,

as ap/p .

(P/APT) Ga /fV1T(P:7P]T, where APT is the momentum kick given to the

particle by the magnetic field and Ga depends on the measured production

angle uncertainty and includes the angular resolution before and after

the magnet, the latter being smaller. At momentum P, the multiple

scattering uncertainty equals the angular resolution. The two
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parameters were estimated using 20,000 Monte Carlo generated D + ¢w

events assuming 6-function masses for the D(1865) and ¢(1020) mesons.

These events were propagated through the FMPS computer codes that takes

into account the detector geometry and the trigger processor cuts. The

momentum vector magnitude was wiggled by a normally distributed dp,

where p + p + dp. The quantities da and P, were adjusted to get D(1865)

[21] and ¢(1020) FWHMs consistent with those of the fitted data. The

values for de
·

6.27 ¤ 10°u and P,
-

35 GeV/c corresponded to measured

production angular uncertainties of döx - day - a_uu mp and

0.5 radiation lengths of material.

The angular resolution was limited by the short upstream lever arm.

The 2.86 m between the A and C chambers and their 1 mm (2 mm for C) wire

SDa¤i¤8 8iV@S döx
·

dx/L ~ 0.3 mr. Material in the scintillator target,

Cnamban windows and tha CA Cherenkov counter (0.7 cm of glass, 6.2 cm of

scintillator and 0.3 cm of Mylar) accounts for the multiple scattering.

The result of this calculation is a resolution (FWH) of 25115 MeV/cz

for ¢Kn at 2060 MeV/c* and 20112 MeV/c' for Kw at 890 MeV/cz.

Systematic errors in the mass scale would be produced by errors in

the angular scale or momentum scale. For example, inaccurate knowledge

of the magnetic field. To estimate this effect on the K*°(2060) we

scaled the ¢ decay kaon momenta by a small fraction (0.0H) until the fit

to the ¢ mass became unacceptable (5o from the nominal value). The

corresponding mass shift in the K*°(2060) + ¢Kn when the momenta of all

the decay tracks are scaled by 0.0¤ was 17 MeV/cz, or 0.81.

5.2 0bservat1on_g£ K*°(2060): The ¢Kw mass spectrum shown in Fig.
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5.2.1 includes low momentum tracks (P S 5.8 Gev/c) and weak enhancements

around 2 GeV/cz are seen. To reduce the background only identifiable

tracks (P > 5.8 GeV/0) were used and those tracks that failed to produce

a Si8nal in ßna Sdintillaüdn Wall Sw were excluded frcm the event. This
6

cut left us with the sample of 25,¤82 ¢(K¤)°X events used in the

analysis whose results are reported in this thesis. The ¢Kw mass

spectrum, seen in Fig. 5.2.2, shows an enhancement whose fitted mass and

width are 2079:7 and 61:58 MeV/cz. For this fit a Breit-Wigner of

central value Mo and full width PBW at half maximum convoluted with a

Gaussian resolution function (0
-

10 MeV/c“) was used. The resulting

measured distributionis:g(x')

-
y/F Re[w(z)]

where,

w(z)
-

e'z2(1
+ ii

fz etz
dt) ,

J; 0

z
·

x + iy, x
-

(x' - M,)/0/2, y ¤ PBWG/EE: ,

Measured widths range from 52:50 to 5M01300 MeV/cz [13-17]. The fit

gives ¤311116 events above a background whose parameters are shown in

table 5.1.1. The ¢Kn background, seen in Fig. 5.2.3, was constructed

from K+K' pairs whose mass is in the side-bands outside the ¢ mass—band

(1002 S M < 101M and 1026 S M < 1038 MeV/cz) and is roughly the same as

Fig. 5.2.2 except the K*(2060) signal is absent. The separate ¢K+n+ and

¢K'u° distributions, seen in Fig. 5.2.M, show no structure, ruling out

isospin of 2 3/2 as expected for a K* resonance.
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The ¤Pe¤eVePee (P?) and longitudinal (XF) momentum distributions

corrected for acceptance, are seen in Figs. 5.2.5-6. XF . pl/päax ~

ZP!//E was introduced [31] as a scaling variable for inclusive hadronic

ihteheeßiehe at lehße eheh8iee• Pl is the center-of-mass momentum along

the beam direction while Päax is its maximum and /§ is the total

interaction energy in the center-of-mass.

The background for the XF and pg plots was obtained from mass

side-bands_ in the ¢Kn system [72 MeV/cz above and below that of the

K*°(2060)] and when subtracted left 3¤7 events in the signal. Since our

experiment was designed to study central production, we have narrow XF

distributions centered at zero and therefore can say little about the XF

dependence of final states. Further, the narrow momentum range in which

our detector can identify kaons limits our sensitivity to |XF| 5 0,1.

The P? distribution was fltted to exp(-bPä) giving b
-

2.3:0.7 (c/GeV)'

consistent with that from other K* resonances [19.32].

5.3 K*°(2060) Qggay_ggggg; The mass spectra for the possible decay

modes listed in Table 1.2 are shown in Figs. 5.3.2-6. The K*°(2060) is.

only seen here in ¢Kn and ¢K°*(890) states. The Kn mode is not seen

mainly because the poor mass resolution (120 Mev/cz) at 2.07 Gev/cz, the

large Q of this decay, 1¤¤6 Mev/cz, produces kaons outside the momentum

accepted in our trigger, and since it yielded only 2 charged kaons it

would not satisfy the trigger. To see how large this effect and other

effects (geometrlc acceptance, particle identification inefficiencies,

etc) are, K*°(2060)KKKX events were generated with a differential cross

section proportional to (1-|XFl)2f8exp(-2.5Pä) [19,32], where PT and XF
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are the momentum transverse to the beam and the Feynman X of the

generated K*(2060). A Monte Carlo program that takes into account the

geometry of the magnet, the proportional wire chambers and the drift

chambers, the momentum window of the Cherenkov counters, the particle

identification inefficiencies due to overlapping of more than two ·

Cherenkov light cones in the same cell, multiple scattering effects and

the trigger processor was used to propagate the generated K*(2060)

events. The acceptance is defined as the ratio of events surviving all

outs to the number of events generated. As we mentioned above, the Kn ·

decay mode of the K*(2060) had little chance of being seen given our

acceptance: the results of the Monte Carlo program indicated that only

¤% of the kaons coming from the decay of the K*(2060) + Ku fall in the

momentum window of the Cherenkov counter (5.8 S P < 20.0 GeV/c) for pion

kaon separation, and the acceptance for this decay mode is 0.01%.

Assuming a cross section for K*(2060) production of 22 pb as given by

the Bourquin·Gaillard phenomenological model [33] extrapolated to our

center of mass energy (/E
~ 27 GeV/cz) and explained in section 5.7 of

this thesis, and using the measured [15] branching ratio B[K*(2060) +

° Kn] ·
0.07:0.01, the upper limit on the number of events one would

expect to see in this experiment is calculated to be 122:6ü events,

which is not incompatible with the 23:53 events as determined from the

fit to the Kw mass spectrum seen in Fig. 5.3.1. For the above

calculation, use was made of the definition of cross section: 0
-

N,S/A,

where N, is the number of observed events, S is the sensitivity or

nanobarn equivalent of the experiment and A is the acceptance. These
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variables are explained in more detail in section 5.7 of this thesis.

The higher multiplicity multi-pion states are very close to

threshold and hence phase space reduces their branching fraction for

decay. Fbr instance, consider the decay of a particle of mass M and

momentum P into n daughters (M + mz + mz +
...

+ mn), The papgial decay

rate df in the rest frame of M is [3M]:

(2n)“
d’p

er- .—...— |r|=
6‘°(P

· 3.1) H....;.
2M 1-1 1 (21:)* 2Ei

T is the Lorentz invariant matrix element and the 6 function takes care

of energy-momentum conservation. It is seen from the above expression

that for each additional particle in the final state a suppression

factor proportional to the volume in phase space times 1/8w’ multiplies .

the decay rate. For example assuming that the dominant suppression

comes from the
1/8n’

factor, the ratio R
-

I'[K*(2060) + 4mm:]/r[1<*(2o6o> + em] 1e < K/81:*, where K includes the

acceptance ratio A( + ¢Kn)/A( + ¢Kww) and the phase space volume factor

(x < 1). The acceptance calculation was done for each one of the decay

modes using the Monte Carlo technique as described above for the Kn

decay mode. Assuming a 1/8u’ suppression factor for each additional

pion in the final state and using the acceptance given by the Monte

Carlo program, an upper limit to the number of events for each mode is

calculated. Table 1.2 summarizes this results. For these decay modes

all tracks with momentum S 5.8 Gev/cz were defined as pions and included

in the event, otherwise the acceptance would be too small (< 1.6¤10'5).
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Since the K*(2060) is an isospin { particle one would expect to see

both the changed and neutral members of the iso—doublet. The neutral

K*(2060) is seen in the ¢Kin$ and ¢K*°(890), and the conresponding

changed modes are the ¢Kin°, ¢K°wi and ¢Ki*(890) which we can not study

because our detectons were not designed fon neutral panticle detection.

Thus we looked for the changed K*(2060)
in.

the ¢Ki channel but no

appanent enhancement around 2.06 GeV/cz was visible (see Figure 5.3.2).

However a total of 35:58 events was determined from the fit to the

spectrum in Fig. 5.3.2.

To investigate the K*°(2060) decaying into ¢K*°(890) with

K*°(890) + Kn, we first looked at the Kn mass spectrum, seen in Fig.

5.3.1, fon K*°(890) whose fit (see table 5.1.1) gave a 305:91 event

y excess in the sample of 25,¤82 ¢(Kn)°X events.

_ To see K*°(2060) in the ¢K*°(890) channel we plot the ¢Kn mass

spectrum for Kn mass combinations within :¤0 MeV/c“ of the K*°(890).

seen in Fig. 5.3.8.a. The K*°(2060) is clear and a fit to a

Breit-Wignen convoluted with a Gaussian resolution function gives 1661¤6

events above background. The ¢Kn mass spectra, seen in Fig. 5.3.8.b,

for Kn mass combinations outside the K*°(890) mass-band

(770 S M(Kn) < 850 MeV/cz) include ¢K*°(890) events from the tail of

the K*(890) and uncorrelated Kn in the ¢Kn events.

The number of ¢K*°(890) events was estimated by subtracting the

¤3:51 fitted excess events in the ¢Kw mass plots corresponding to the

K*°(890) side-band, seen in Fig. 5.3.8.a, from the fitted excess events

in the ¢Kn mass spectrum cornesponding to the K*°(890). Connections for
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the fact that these N3 events from the sidebands contain a small

· fraction of K*°(890) were made. The fraction (0.0N) of K*°(890) events

in the chosen side-band is calculated from the fit to the Kn spectrum.

The number of correlated ¢K*°(890) events is then, N[¢K*°(890)]
·

(166:¤6 - ¤3¢51)/(1 - 0.0ü) -
128:72.

Decays of centrally produced resonances should be charge symmetric

[35]. The ¢K+n' and ¢K'n+ mass spectra, seen in Fig. 5.3.9 yield

NC¢K+n”]/N[¢K°n+]
·

0.8:.ü consistent with unity to within the errors.

Thus, the production rates of Ed and sd are comparable. We also look at

possible quasi-two body decay of the K*°(2060) in the (¢K)w and (¢w)K

but no clear deviations from phase space are seen. The Dalitz plot is

shown in Fig. 6.3.10.

5.¤ Strange Particle Bair_Production: Since the K*°(2060) was seen

in pN+K+K”K+K°X, the bachelor kaon (strange quark) with pions may form

resonant states in association with the K*(2060). The Kn mass spectrum,

seen in Fig. 5.¤.1, for kaons and pions not used in the K*°(2060) mass-

and side-bands shows no evidence for K*(890) or other higher K*

resonances. Also the Kun and KK combinations (not shown) were looked

at, but no clear effects were observed. The ¢Kn mass spectrum with

another Kn in the event in the K*°(890) mass-band, seen in Fig. 5.¤.2.

shows no evidence for pN+K*°(2060)K*°(890)X events.

· The M-K sample was chosen because that was the trigger and hence it

is less biased. For comparison, the ¢Kw mass spectrum, seen in Fig.

5.¤.3, from the 378,100 pN+K+K°K*X events had only a few more K*°(2060)

events than did the M-K sample.
°
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5.5 K*°(2060) Spin-Parity: Five variables describe a three—body

decay; two daughter partiole center-of·mass energies and three angles

that orient their decay plane. The parent spin and parity is reflected

in the angular distributions of the decay plane normal [36]. The

complexity of these effects increases rapidly with spin (e.g. for spin 2

the description of the angular distribution requires 15 variables.

Hence, our poor statistics prevent us from carrying out such an

analysis.

Similarly, the ¢K*°(890) two-body state and its subsequent two-body

decays present distributions that reflect the spin·par1ty of the parent

K*°(2060) [37]. The relevant angles are those which define the polar

T and azimuthal angles of the ¢ in the ¢Kw rest frame, of the K in the ¢

rest frame and of the n in the K*°(890) rest frame. Their definitions

and distributions are seen in Fig. 5.5.1 and 5.5.2. respectively. The

decay of a M+ state into 2 vector (1”) mesons each decaying into 2

scalar mesons is represented by a 9 ¤ 9 element density matrix. This

has ~ 80 terms in 6 real variables to represent the decay amplitude.

Our statistics, not to mention the precision of our acceptance

corrections, make the unambiguous determination of the spin by any

analysis impossible.

5.6 Particle Misidentification: Cherenkov algorithm inefficiencies

caused real kaons to be identified as pions, for instance when one or

more pion tracks above threshold threw light into the same cell occupied

by the kaon. Similarly pions were identified as kaons when statistical

fluctuations with a finite number of photoelectrons caused no light to
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be detected. Thus, we tested for resonances in the ¢w¤ and ¢KK which

could produce reflections in the ¢Kw channel.

g We Monte Carlo calculated the 2060 MeV/c“ ¢Kn peak mass shift when

the pion (kaon) was incorrectly identified as a kaon (pion), taking into

account the geometry and the trigger cuts. A zero width 2060 MeV/cz

peak in the ¢Kn mass plot would appear as a 120 Mev/cz wide peak

centered at 2300 GeV/cz in a ¢KK mass plot for pions misidentified as

kaons and as a 160 MeV/cz wide peak at 18¤0 MeV/cz in a ¢nn plot for

kaons misidentified as pions.

The ¢KK and ¢nw mass spectra, seen in Figs. 5.6.1.a-2.a, show no

structure near 2.3 and 1.8 GeV/cz, respectively, indicating that the

resonance structure at 2.079 GeV/c* in the ¢Kn channel is not a

reflection of a resonance in the ¢KK of ¢nn channels due to particle

misidentification. Following the notation of Figure ¤.2.2 where the

momentum regions for particle identification are indicated, we tested

for tracks that should appear in the n region but appear in the K/p

region and vice versa. Also the ¢Kn spectra, with the pion (kaon) taken

as a kaon (pion), have been plotted (Figs. 5.6.1.b—2.b) with shifted

masses indicated by arrows. The absence of a clear signal at 1.8 Gev/cz

in the ¢nn channel and at 2.3 GeV/cz in the ¢Kw channel is also an

indication that the K*°(2060) observed in the ¢Kn channel is not a

reflection of a resonance in other channels, due to particle

misidentification.

Although proton misidentification was less probable, kaons

outnumbered identified protons in the proton momentum window of CB
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(20 S P < 38.8 GeV/c) 60 to 1. Identified kaons in the ¢Kn combinations

were defined as protons and the resulting distribution together with the

¢pn mass spectrum, are seen in Fig. 5.6.3.

The three—body final state particle momentum distributions were not

smooth because of the four—momentum regions defined by the Cherenkov

thresholds and their use in the trigger. To verify that the 2060 MeV/cz

¢Kn peak was not produced by particle momentum distribution

discontinuities, we plot the ¢Kw mass spectrum for pions in 4 momentum

regions, as seen in Fig. 5.6.4.

5.7 gross Section: The cross section (0) is the probability of a

specific final state resulting from the interaction of two initial state

. particles. Since the branching ratios (BRs) for the decay of the

K*°(2060) into ¢Kn and ¢K*°(890) are unknown we can only give the

4 (do/dXF|xF_O) ¤ BR for our two modes.

The cross section per nucleus depends on the atomic weight of the

target, the A—dependence. It is expressed in terms of a power law of

the form: 0(A) -
A°0(A·1) or onucleon - ¤(A-1)¤A“'*, where A is the mass

number of the target. If the nucleus is considered as a totally

absorbing sphere, the projected area is proportional to Ai thus, a
-

§.

However, when’ the interaction is supposed to occur between the

constituents of the initial state hadrons, this law does not apply, and

the dependence on a is expected to be a -
1. This indeed has been

measured for inclusive ¢ meson production in K', p°and p Be interactions

at 100 Gev/c to be 1.04:0.04 [38]. Here we assume an a · 1 dependence.

The scintillator target is made of Pilot—B material which has an atomic
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ratio H/C-1.1. The A dependence with a
·

§ would introduce a factor of

2.3 reduction in cross section for carbon compared to hydrogen. This

represents a 27% reduction in the cross sections calculated here.

The cross section is o
·

S N,/A' A. N, is the number of observed

events, A the spectrometer acceptance, A" a correction for

inefficiencies not included in the acceptance, and S is the nanobarn

(1 b
-

10'zu cm') equivalent of the experiment (i.e. the cross section

for 1 event) calculated as S
-

(Nt
Nb)”1-

(800 events/nb)°1, where Nt ie

the number of target particles (6.02¤10“’/g x (12.78(scint.) +1.92(Al)

+0•53(paper·>s/cm‘> dr 0-918·=1¤"/¤r¤“ and Nb 1e the effective beam (une

number of beam tracks corrected for dead-time) or 8.7 x 10‘°.

The acceptance is a product of the geometrical acceptance (the

probability that the particles in an event will traverse the magnet and

chambers), the probability that at least 2 positive and 2 negative kaons

will be identified by the Cherenkov counter (which include the

inefficiencies and deadtimes of each cell in CB), the trigggp

efficiency,_ and the probability that the software will reconstruct the

events. Included in A' is a correction for decay of kaons before they

Set td Gh¢P@¤k¤V ¢¤¤¤@¢P CB (0.621), the correction for unobserved decay

modes (2/3), and the branching fraction of the ¢ to K+K” (O.N9). Thus,

A'
·

0.621¤0.N9¤(2/3)
·

0.203.

Monte Carlo calculated acceptance samples of 20,000

pp + K*°(2060)E*°(2060); K*°(2060) + ¢Kn, and + ¢K*°(890) events were

generated with flat XF (IXFI 5 0,1) and exp(·1,1P$) distributions

[21,3N]. Also an exp(·2.5Pä) distribution for the transverse component
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of momentum was tried and the results were the same as above within the

errors. These events were propagated through the apparatus with a

program that simulates the actual effect of the detector. For ¢K1l” and _

¢K*°(890) the 397120 and 363:19 events which passed the acceptance cuts

gave acceptance corrections of (2.010.1)% and (1.8:0.1)% respectively.

The relative branching fraction corrected for acceptance is

1‘[K*°(2060) -> ¢K*°(890)]/[I'[K*°(2060) —> ¢K1r] ·

(128;:72 ¤ 1.8:0.1)/(M31;116 ¤ 2.0:0.1) - 0.3:0.3.

We measured the cross section in a narrow interval in XF,

01

0xB•ßf·M

-.1 dX F AyF

T33;t36 nb.‘
800¤0.203¤(0.02:0.001)

’

AS=¤¤¤1¤s a XF d1str1but1on

d d .-9--l—| <1-|x|>“„ ·
FdXF CIXF
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we get

B 1;:%. ax}, . B .ELIx O (1 · |xF|)“ ax?
T F F F' '

- 6 SLI L (1 — 0„9n+1)
I

dXF )(F•0 11+] '· '

and solving for B do/dXFIxF-0 yithHB

SLI · 7651209 nb.
dXF XF.Q

A88¤¤i¤8 8 XF distribution we can extrapolate to get the total cross

S8¢ti°¤ ¤T¤B - 2B(do/dXF|X _0)/(n+1). Using the value of n · 2.8 and

n · 1.8 measured for the K§°(890) by experiment E580 [19] and the ACCMOR

1 SPOUD C32], the ¤T¤B(+¢K«) are N031110 nb and 5201285 nb respectively.

We can estimate the total cross section using the phenomenological

model of Bourquin and Gaillard [33] and thus derive the branching ratios

to ¢Kw and ¢K*°(890). In this model, the inclusive total cross section

tor production ot a mass m is given by:

Wb) * °e“*‘°‘°
Yäax€°‘P"5·‘3"2¤ä?<8)M

is the mass of the simplest "composite“ particle consistent with the

production of m and local conservation of quantum numbers, ymax ie the

maximum rapidlty in the center of mass (CM) ymax
„ + Pgäx)/m],

Pggx and Eägx are respectively the maximum momentum and energy of the

composite particle with mass M in the center of mass system. M takes

the value of the K*(2060) mass plus an additional N90 MeV/cz to form the
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composite mass required in the model. The results of this calculation

· gives 0[pp + K*°(2060)X]
·

11 ub, thus the total cross section tor

production of K*°(2060) + K*°(2060) would be 22 pb. Assuming the

validity of the Bourquin—Gaillard model and n
·

2.8, the K*°(2060)

branching fractions for the ¢Kw and the ¢K*°(890) are 1.8% and 0.6%

respectively.
·

We conclude that a high mass K*, the K*°(2060) has been observed

with a mass of 207917 MeV/0* and width 61:58 MeV/cz, decaying into ¢Kn

and ¢K*°(890), the (do/dXF|X _0) x BR(+¢Kn) corrected for acceptance and

detection efficiency is 765;209 nb, and the relative branching ratio is

1·[1<*°<2060> + ¢K*°(890)]/[P[K*°(2060) + ¢x<«] - 0.3:0.3.
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Table 1.2. Possible ¢Kn final states of K*(2060).

Reaction Threshold Observed Acceptance Events/
MeV/cz here 1 Upper

Limits

K*°(2060) + ¢(Kw)° 1653 yes 1.9 N311116

+ ¢K*°(890) 1912 yes 1.8 128:72

+ ¢(Knnn)° 1932 no 1.2 < 0.003

K**(2060) + ¢K* 1513 no 0.8 < 1U5

+ ¢K*(uw)° 1792 no 1.3 < 2

+ ¢1<*(mm«> ° 2071 no 0. 5 < 0.00002

+ ¢K*°(890)nz 2072 no 0.1 < 0.3

Table 2.2.1. Drift chambers physical characteristics.

Aperture 3.352 x 1.676 mz

Gas 8P§OH(.57u) ethane(.¤26)

Space resolution 300 um

Sense wires 0.025ü mm Au plated W @753 tension

Field shaping wires 0.0635 mm Cu—Be @2203 tension

Sense wire spacing 1.905 cm
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Tablé 2j3•1• Cherenk¤v CB physical characteristics.

Dimensions 226 ¤ 122 x 330
cm’

Mirror area 322 x 1¤2 cmz

Gas N,

Refractive index 1.0003

Radiator length — 177 cm

Cone radius (ß-1) M cm

Mirrors · 30

Mirror to target 5.6 m

Pion threshold 5.7 GeV/c

Kaon threshold 20.0 Gev/c

Proton threshold 38.8 GeV/c

Table 3.1.1. Trigger rates.

Name Trigger o(ub)

IB(·¤I) - 30,000
E - 8,760
EG · 1,077
2K EG · 1<*(1,u) ·

x<'(1.¤> 377
¢ 2K • (ML + MR) ° 121
NK EG • K+(·-2,*%) • K_(•2,u) 9u
2K¢ NK • (ML + MR) 51
¢¢ MK • (ML • MR) 12
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Table “·2·1• ¤h¤v¤¤k¤v CB operational characteristics.

Mirror Default Most prog. One p.e¥ Dead Overflow 6
number pedestal channel channel‘ 1 1 1

1 25 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 19 64 27 2.4 0.0 4.5
3 25 52 17 0.0 0.0 5.8
4 19 32 12 5.7 0.0 5.0
5 21 30 10 1.1 0.0 5.7
6 20 64 23 4.6 0.0 5.3
7 21 54 24 10.1 0.0 4.2
8 . 21 48 14 1.4 0.0 6.5
9 21 66 12 10.0 0.0 10.4

10 21 48 18 0.8 0.0 °5.0
11 22 60 12 73.9 1.4 9.4
12 22 60 13 49.1 1.5 8.7
13 21 70 14 48.9 4.2 9.4
14 20 72 10 55.2 4.5 13.6
15 32 60 17 52.2 1.0 ‘6.7
16 21 100 15 59.4 4.3 12.6

4 17 10 80 24 42.7 6.5
‘6.3

18 · 10 76 14 54.7 6.8 10.2
19 8 60 10 62.4 7.5 11.3
20 0 80 17 79.2 0.5 8.9
21 9 32 10 37.3 0.0 6.0
22 11 24 10 22.2 0.0 4.5

1 23 9 32 19 40.3 0.0 3.2
24 12 39 10 32.8 0.0 7.4
25 21 40 17 0.0 0.0 4.4
26 21 144 30 0.0 0.0 9.1
27 21 120 20 0.0 0.0 11.3
28 22 60 14 0.0 0.0 ‘8.1
29 21 84 20 0.0 0.0 7.9
30 20 17 10 0.0 0.0 3.2

*Pedestal subtracted.
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Table *4.3.1. Chenenkov decision multiplicities.

Region Tracks

positive negative

e and 1r/K/p low 99,9*43 93,967

u 38,090 31,7MO

w/K 26,950 18,N00

n/K/p high 66,081 28,950

K/p 32ü,570 318,190

p 6,370 H,210

Inerriciency (P 2 38.8 5,370 3,620

GeV/c and no light)
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